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                 test result from 20.8.2021 

 
  

sleeping environment and bed rating 
 

tested hotel room Room number 530 on the 5th floor, view towards the 
parliament. 
  

overall assessment my overall impression of the sleep quality in the hotel room 
was very good, I can recommend it. 
 
 

room temperature 
air conditioning available  

 
yes, 
my visit to this hotel was in August 2021, so it was still a 
hot period with daytime temperatures over 30 degrees. 
The air conditioning worked perfectly. In automatic mode it 
is a bit noisy for sleeping at night, but if you manually reset 
it to level 1, the air conditioning noise is significantly 
quieter and you can sleep well. The window on the 5th 
floor can only be opened a little bit, I think it's made that 
way for security reasons. For ventilation, it is always very 
helpful if you can open a window a little.  
The air conditioning system allows you to set the 
temperature at night with the temperature selector switch 
so that you get a cool room for a good night's sleep. 
 

silence in the room - soundproofing  
noise of mini-bar fridge 

 = noises more or less absent  
 

the mini bar fridge was acoustically inaudible so absolutely 
not annoying. Technically very well solved. 

air conditioning noises 

 = noises more or less absent  
 

noises from the air conditioning are clearly audible in 
automatic mode, if you set the fan to level 1 (which is 
sufficient to cool the room from my point of view) it 
becomes significantly quieter and you can sleep well. 

soundproofing regarding street noise, 
television, noises from neighboring rooms 
etc. 

 = noises more or less absent 

 
 
 
 
 

 
the soundproofing of the room is very good. Noises from 
the neighboring room were imperceptible during my stay. 
Room 530 faces the parliament and therefore faces the 
main road, which is very busy. The soundproofing of the 
windows is pretty good, you hardly hear any traffic or 
street noise. 
 

  



 
  
possibility of darkening the room  
darkening Quality 

= the room can be almost   
                       completely darkened 

 
the hotel room can be darkened by a blackout curtain, so 
you can sleep in the room during the day. The curtain 
darkens perfectly. 
 
 
  

mattress properties  
mattress firmness it feels like a medium-firm mattress. If the mattress is too 

hard, a so-called topper can be ordered from reception. If, 
despite the topper, the mattress is still too hard, there is 
the option of simply having a second topper layer, so that 
an even softer feeling can be achieved. Please note, 
however, that with 2 topper layers, a softer lying feeling is 
conveyed, but the distance to the mattress increases 
further and thus the body support is less good. I had a 
topper come to me so that the mattress was soft enough 
for me and still had good support. The full-length duvet on 
the double bed was a bit unusual. 
The double bed was 180 cm wide.  

there is an opportunity for improvement 
with a topper (this makes the mattress a little 

softer) 

yes  

pillows  
pillow menu pillow program available, but not as a separate directory. I 

got information from housekeeping.  
what types of pillows? there are 2 different types of down/feather pillows on the 

bed, a softer and a firmer variant. You can order more 
pillows of this type through housekeeping, I also ordered a 
neck support pillow, which was now a good fit for me as a 
side sleeper from the height. 
 

 


